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Abstract
The phenomenon of radicalization is investigated within a mixed population composed of
core and sensitive subpopulations. The latest includes first to third generation immigrants.
Respective ways of life may be partially incompatible. In case of a conflict core agents
behave as inflexible about the issue. In contrast, sensitive agents can decide either to live
peacefully adjusting their way of life to the core one, or to oppose it with eventually joining
violent activities. The interplay dynamics between peaceful and opponent sensitive agents
is driven by pairwise interactions. These interactions occur both within the sensitive population and by mixing with core agents. The update process is monitored using a Lotka-Volterra-like Ordinary Differential Equation. Given an initial tiny minority of opponents that
coexist with both inflexible and peaceful agents, we investigate implications on the emergence of radicalization. Opponents try to turn peaceful agents to opponents driving radicalization. However, inflexible core agents may step in to bring back opponents to a peaceful
choice thus weakening the phenomenon. The required minimum individual core involvement to actually curb radicalization is calculated. It is found to be a function of both the
majority or minority status of the sensitive subpopulation with respect to the core subpopulation and the degree of activeness of opponents. The results highlight the instrumental role
core agents can have to hinder radicalization within the sensitive subpopulation. Some
hints are outlined to favor novel public policies towards social integration.

Introduction
The phenomenon of radicalization [1] is of central interest in the context of criminality and
terrorism. It is currently spreading all over the world including European countries. The recent
unprecedented terrorists attacks in Paris (November 13, 2015) and Brussels (March 22, 2016)
took life of respectively 130 and 32 persons with over 300 wounded in each case [2, 3]. It puts
at a very high level the burden on making substantial progress in the mastering of the issue.
Over the years sociologists and social-psychologists have contributed a good deal of work to
the phenomenon [1, 4–6]. However an understanding, which could lead to some practical
curbing of radicalization is unfortunately still lacking as dramatically demonstrated by the
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recent series of terrorist attacks in France (2015 [2, 7]) and in Brussels (2016 [3]). One promising direction is the prospect to access the huge amount of data (Big Data) which exists in the
World Wide Web. It could open a valuable source of surveillance and forecasting to prevent
some aspects of radicalization spreading. However, efficient data-mining tools are still to be
constructed yet within the constraints related to the preservation of individual privacies.
Accordingly, under the current risk of loosing control of the situation any new attempt to
tackle the issue of radicalization is valuable in itself. To identify some hints to implement novel
adequate policies towards at least the hindrance of radicalization spreading is of particular
importance. Along this line it happens that the modern field of sociophysics [8–10] where
models inspired from physics are developed to describe a large spectrum of social behaviors,
may contribute to the challenge. Among others, sociophysics includes the study of opinion
dynamics [11–14], language dynamics [9, 15], crowd behavior [9], criminal activities [16–19],
and cultural dynamics [20, 21]. Our work, focusing on a formal modeling of radicalization (see
also [22]) from the viewpoint of opinion dynamics, subscribes to this trend [23]. Therefore,
according to the analytical approaches developed in sociophysics the proposed model adopts
some assumptions that allow to simplify the scenario of reference. The complexity underlying
terrorism phenomena is thus reduced to a series of more simple local interactions monitored
by two parameters, which tune the global dynamics of the system. The focus on local interactions to reach the global equilibrium state constitutes one major trend of statistical physics, i.e.,
the branch of physics from which sociophysics developed. More specifically we consider a
mixed population made up of two subpopulations, each one sharing a peculiar way of life. First
one is a core population locally rooted in the country. In contrast, the other one is an immigrant (two, three generations) subpopulation whose way of life is rooted in another territory.
Differences between the two ways of life may be strong, numerous and contradictory. However,
in case of a disagreement about some specific cultural habit like for instance wearing the
Islamic veil, both subpopulations do not stand at the same level of resilience. Core agents consider that it is not up to them to modify their way of life or accept from newcomers behaviors
perceived as contrary to their long time country rooted cultural habits. Core agents behave
here as inflexible agents. For them it is up to newcomers including immigrants even at second
or third generation to adjust to the country prevailing way of life. It is thus up to newcomers to
either choose to live peacefully with the core population adjusting part of their habits to the
local constraints or to maintain the integrality of their habits at a cost of creating conflicts with
the core population. Accordingly, the newcomers can be considered as sensitive agents. They
can choose between two individual states either peaceful or opponent. Sensitive agents are entitled to shift state from peaceful to opponent and vice-versa. In addition we make the assumption that being in an opponent state may lead the corresponding agent to take part or to
support violent activities. In principle, the latter choice can be linked to the appearance of local
terrorist groups. We are dealing with a mixture of inflexible and sensitive agents in given fixed
proportions σI and σS with σI + σS = 1. However, σS is made up of two time dependent parts
σP(t) and σO(t), which are the respective proportions of peaceful and opponent sensitive agents.
At any time t σS = σP(t) + σO(t). The time dependence is driven by an internal dynamics among
sensitive agents. It is the result of pairwise interactions both among themselves between peaceful and opponent agents and with inflexible agents. An opponent may drive a peaceful agent to
opponent and an inflexible may drive peaceful an opponent agent. The associated dynamics is
studied using a Lotka-Volterra-like Ordinary Differential Equation. Given an initial tiny
minority of opponents we investigate the role of their activeness [24] in turning peaceful agents
to opponents via pairwise interactions. The effectiveness of their activism is materialized in the
degree of radicalization of the sensitive population against the core population. It creates a
social basis for passive supporters [25] to emerge in support to terrorists [26]. In parallel, the
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mechanism behind the dynamics of radicalization enlightens by symmetry a potential role core
inflexible agents could have in the launching of an eventual counter radicalization. By individual counter activeness core agents can contribute substantially to both curb the radicalization
spreading and in certain conditions make it shrink down to an equilibrium state where inflexible, peaceful and opponent agents co-exist. The associated required minimum core individual
involvement is calculated. It is found to be a function of both the majority or minority status of
the sensitive subpopulation with respect to the core subpopulation and the degree of activeness
of opponents. It is worth to stress that different mathematical frameworks could be used to
describe our dynamics. For instance, approaches based on evolutionary game theory [27–30]
allow to perform both computational and analytical (e.g., [31]) investigations. It requires to
define a payoff matrix and rules for local interactions to monitor the updating. In this work we
use stochastic processes based on opinion dynamics [8]. Local interactions reduce to contact
processes, which make updating rules to depend on the relative densities of the various agent
states. The choice of the current approach in the modeling arises from the aim to evaluate to
which extent the heterogeneity of a population in cultural and behavioral terms may lead to
critical and complex social phenomena as radicalization. Furthermore, it is important to
emphasize that the attribute ‘inflexible’ adopted to describe the core population stand, refers to
cultural habits and traditions which allow to peacefully coexist with individuals coming from
abroad provided they share the fundamental features of the local cultural frame. It happens
that opinion dynamics constitutes one of the most investigated topics in sociophysics and in
computational social science. For instance, its dynamics have been recently studied using the
framework of multiplex networks [32, 33] considering different social behaviors [34–38]. It
allows to understand phenomena recorded in huge social network datasets [39–41]. Opinion
dynamics allows to analyze and to model the spreading of ideas, opinions, and feelings by
reducing the study of complex social scenarios to the analysis of few variables [42]. Even terrorism and criminal activities may be studied by the same approach, i.e., reducing the related process to a problem of opinion dynamics. To conclude, our results may contribute to shed a new
light on the instrumental role core agents could play to curb radicalization and establish a coexistence with the sensitive population. Some hints at novel public policies towards social integration are obtained.

Previous Models
In the last years several authors have worked on opinion dynamics models to analyze various
underlying behaviors, which produce social phenomena, e.g., group polarization, conformity
and extremism. In this section, we briefly review some of these investigations, which are connected to our work along the topic of extreme social phenomena, especially radicalization. A
computational model for tackling political party competitions is introduced in [43]. The
authors investigate different possible occurrences of fragmentation according to variations in
the amount of important political issues and their current relevance. Different interaction patterns among voters are considered using an analytical approach. The focus is on the role of
extremism in opinion dynamics with a qualitative analysis of real scenarios. The complex social
phenomenon of group polarization is described in [44] in the context of politics. In particular,
the authors propose a model based on probability theory to drive the emergence of group
polarization. The emergence of risks is shown to be related to the group polarization in a wide
range of scenarios related to political and economical issues (e.g., immigration, religion, welfare
state, human rights). The results highlight the necessity to a better understanding of the emergence of extreme opinions. The connection between contradictory public opinions, heterogeneous beliefs and the emergence of extremism is analyzed in [45]. An agent-based model
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considers a population with different socio-cultural classes to describe the process of opinion
spreading with calculations performed on small groups of individuals (e.g., composed of 3 and
4 agents). The model constitutes a useful reference for defining models related to complex
social phenomena. Moreover, the related results suggest that the direction of the inherent
polarization effect, which occurs in the formation of a public opinion driven by a democratic
debate, is biased due to the existence of common beliefs within a population. Opinion dynamics is also studied using computational approaches, e.g., by agent-based models on continuous
or discrete spaces. Such approaches require a careful attention during the implementation
phase. For instance, in the work [46] authors focus on the role of activation regimes. More precisely they compare different asynchronous updating schemes (e.g., random and uniform). The
activation regime refers to the order or scheme adopted to let agents express their opinion. As a
result, the activation regime is found to affect opinion dynamics processes in some cases (i.e.,
[46]). It is therefore of importance to clearly state which activation regime is selected to implement a dynamical model. The role of conformity in the q-voter model by arranging agents on
heterogeneous networks has been also investigated [47]. The authors showed that different
steady states may be reached by tuning the ratio of conformists versus that of nonconformists
in an agent population, which evolves according to the dynamics of the q-voter model. In our
model we do not consider complex topologies. However, the influence that may arise from different interaction patterns may constitute the topic of future investigations.

Mathematical Model
In order to study the emergence of radicalization in an heterogeneous population we consider
a system with N interacting agents distributed among inflexible (I), peaceful (P) and opponent
(O) agents. Each category refers to a different behavior or feeling. Inflexible and opponent
agents have behaviors mapped respectively to states s = ±1. Peaceful agents have a behavior
mapped to the state s = 0. Inflexible agents never change state (see also [48]) while peaceful and
opponent agents may shift state from one to another over time. Opponents may become peaceful and peaceful may become opponents. Hence, neither peaceful nor opponent agents may
assume the state of inflexible agents. Inflexible agents interact with sensitive agents both peaceful and opponents. During these pairwise interactions when an inflexible agent meets an opponent it may well turn the opponent to peaceful via different paths. Among those paths most are
spontaneous through normal social and friendship practices. But as it will appear latter,
exchanges could become intentional as to promote coexistence with sensitive agents via monitored informal exchanges. To account for all interacting pairs a parameter α is introduced to
represent on average the rate per unit of time of encounters where opponents become peaceful
agents. In parallel and in contrast we introduce the parameter β to account on average for the
rate of success of opponents in convincing peaceful agents to turn opponents. Contrary to
inflexible agents opponents are acting intentionally to increase the support to their radical view
within the sensitive population. The value of β is a function of the power of conviction of opponents. It also takes into account the activeness of opponent agents since opponents are activists.
It is not the case of the core inflexible agents who interact spontaneously with sensitive agents
without an a priori goal. It is worth to stress that both α and β may in principle vary over time.
However, the corresponding time scale for variation is expected to be much longer than the
time scale of the dynamics driven by pairwise interactions. This is why at the present stage of
our work α and β are assumed to be fixed and constant. Analyzing their time dependence,
which might be of great interest to get further insights on equilibriums among people belonging to different cultures is left for future work. We emphasize that our analytical approach
entails to consider the system as if it was continuous, i.e., analyzing the relative densities of
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agents in the various states. A similar approach is usually followed in other contexts as epidemic dynamics [49, 50]. A compartmental approach to the studying of epidemics entails to
analyze the spreading of a disease by modifying the state of agents. For instance, the SIS [51]
model considers a two-state population where agents may vary their state from S (i.e., susceptible) to I (i.e., infected) and vice-versa over time. Considering the probability to get infected or
to heal the dynamics can be studied analytically defining ODEs as if the underlying system
were continuous. Going to the analytical details of our model we defined the following system
of equations
8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:

dsP ðtÞ
dt

¼ asI sO ðtÞ  bsO ðtÞsP ðtÞ

dsO ðtÞ
dt

¼ bsO ðtÞsP ðtÞ  asI sO ðtÞ

ð1Þ

sI þ sP ðtÞ þ sO ðtÞ ¼ 1

where σI is the constant density of inﬂexible agents, while σO(t) and σP(t) are the respective densities of peaceful and opponent agents at time t. Dealing with densities the third equation of
system (1) allows to reduce the number of ODEs to one equation. In particular, choosing the
peaceful agents density σP(t) we get
dsP ðtÞ
¼ asI ð1  sI  sP ðtÞÞ  bð1  sI  sP ðtÞÞsP ðtÞ
dt

ð2Þ

The equilibrium state of the population can be obtained from dsdtP ðtÞ ¼ 0, which reads
2

bsP ðtÞ  ðasI þ bð1  sI ÞÞsP ðtÞ þ asI ð1  sI ÞÞ ¼ 0

ð3Þ

The two solutions of Eq (3) read

< sP >¼

asI þ bð1  sI Þ 

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
½asI þ bð1  sI Þ  4basI ð1  sI Þ
2b

ð4Þ

where <σP> is the equilibrium value of peaceful agents. Those values simplify to
(
< sP >¼

1  sI  p1
a
b

sI  p2

ð5Þ

which implies the two associated equilibrium opponent values
(
< sO >¼

0
1

aþb
b

sI

ð6Þ

Indeed Eq (2) can be solved analytically to yield
sP ðtÞ ¼ p2 þ

p p
1
e

1
2
sP ð0Þp1 bðp p Þt
1
2
sP ð0Þp2

ð7Þ

Fig 1 shows the evolution of the system on varying the initial conditions.
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Fig 1. Evolution of the system on varying initial conditions. a σI = 0.3, and σO = 0.3, α = 1.0, β = 1.0. b σI = 0.3, and σO = 0.3, α = 1.0, β = 2.0. c σI = 0.3,
and σO = 0.3, α = 4.0, β = 2.0. d σI = 0.28, and σO = 0.02, α = 0.5, β = 0.5. e σI = 0.3, and σO = 0.3, α = 1.0, β = 5.0. f σI = 0.1, and σO = 0.4, α = 4.0, β = 2.0. g
σI = 0.1, and σO = 0.4, α = 12.0, β = 2.0. h σI = 0.1, and σO = 0.4, α = 22.0, β = 2.0. i σI = 0.28, and σO = 0.7, α = 0.5, β = 0.5.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0155407.g001

0.1 Analysis of the Stability
We analyze the respective stability ranges for p1 and p2:
dsP
ds
ðsP Þ ’ P ð< sP >Þ þ ðsP  < sP >Þl
dt
dt

ð8Þ

2

d sP
j
, we obtain
where dsdtP ð< sP >Þ ¼ 0 and l  dtds
P <sP >

l ¼ ½asI þ bð1  sI Þ þ 2bsP
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Therefore, for respective values p1, p2 we obtain
(
l1 ¼ asI þ bð1  sI Þ ¼ bðp1  p2 Þ
l2 ¼ asI  bð1  sI Þ ¼ bðp1  p2 Þ

ð10Þ

Stability being achieved for λ < 0, Eq (10) shows that p1(p2) is stable when p1 < p2(p1 > p2).
Accordingly we get two stable regimes:
(
p1  p2 ()sI  Ic
ð11Þ
p1  p2 ()sI  Ic
b
. These two regimes yield the respective equilibrium values for peaceful and oppowith Ic  aþb

nent agents as from Eqs (5) and (6)
( < s >¼ p ¼ 1  s ; < s >¼ 0
P
1
I
O
< sP >¼ p2 ¼ ba sI ; < sO >¼ 1 

sI
Ic

¼ p1  p2

ð12Þ

The ﬁrst equation of system (12) highlights that in some conditions the amount of opponent
agents is equal to zero. Hence, we perform a further investigation to study under which conditions it is possible to avoid the phenomenon of radicalization (i.e., by reaching the equilibrium
state <σO > = 0). In terms of opinion dynamics these results indicate that under appropriate
conditions it is possible to remove one opinion from the system. Given the relevance of this
outcome in the related context, i.e., criminal activities and terrorism, we explore in more details
this result.

0.2 Extinction processes
From the above results radicalization can be totally thwarted if σI  Ic. Accordingly, given σI
and β the individual involvement for the inflexible population in striking up with individual
opponents must be at least at a level


1
1 b
ð13Þ
a>
sI
Therefore, as seen from Eq (13) the larger σI the less effort is required from the inﬂexible population. However, the more active are the opponents (i.e., larger β) the more involvement is
required. To visualize the multiplicative factor by which α must overpass β it is worth to draw
the curve s1I  1 as a function of σI as shown in Fig 2. From Eq (13) it is seen that to prevent radicalization inﬂexible agents’s involvement must be either lower (α < β) or larger (α > β) than
that of opponents depending on the magnitude of the multiplicative factor s1I  1. When
1
sI

 1 < 1, i.e., sI > 12 core agents do not need to much individual engagement as could be

expected in the case of a coexistence of a core majority population with a sensitive minority
subpopulation. More precisely, the engagement depends on the opponent activism but the core
population beneﬁting from its majority status. In this case its requirement is always lower than
the opponent involvement. However, the situation turns difﬁcult when the initial sensitive
minority turns to a majority status as it occurred in some speciﬁc urban areas. In that case to
avoid a radicalization requires a very high individual engagement from the core agents, which
may be rather hard to implement. In particular since no collective information is available
about the situation. We thus have three different cases: 1) sI > 12, 2) sI ¼ 12, and 3) sI < 12 to
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Fig 2. The curve s1N  1 is shown as a function of σN. All cases for which the value of ba is above the curve (yellow, clear) correspond to situations for which
radicalization is totally thwarted. When the value of ba is below the curve (blue, dark) radicalization takes place on a permanent basis.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0155407.g002

consider to determine the respective level of individual core involvement to avoid the phenomenon of radicalization.
Case 1. For sI > 12 core agents need little involvement to thwart totally the radicalization of
the sensitive subpopulation with values of α much lower than β. Indeed, opponent agents need
asI
to produce very high values of β (compared to α) to survive, precisely the condition b  ð1s
IÞ

must be satisﬁed. However, very large values of β can shrink to zero the amount of peaceful
agents yielding a fully radicalized sensitive population, which although in a small minority status may produce substantial violence against inﬂexible agents.
Case 2. For sI ¼ 12 the opponent activism must be counter with an equal core counter activism since α  β makes opponent agents to extinct. Instead, for α < β peaceful and opponent
agents coexist and the former disappear for large values of β with again a fully radicalized sensitive population with <σO > = σI.
Case 3. For values sI < 12, if α = β the equilibrium condition entails that <σP > = σI (and
<σO > = 1 − 2σI). If α > β, we can reach the extinction of opponent agents as sIcI ¼ 1. In contrast when α < β opponent agents strongly prevail in the population.
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0.3 Degree of radicalization
In order to asses the degree of radicalization in a population we can introduce two parameters:
z and η. The former is defined to evaluate the fraction of opponent agents among flexible
agents while the latter (i.e., η) evaluates the ratio between opponent and inflexible agents.
Therefore, z represents the relative ratio of opponents among flexible agents and η gives a measure about the real power of opponents agents in a population. An high value of z (i.e., close to
1) in a population with σI > >0.5 indicates that strategies to fight radicalization are too weak
but at the same time opponents are few. Therefore, in this case governments should take an
action even if the situation seems still under control. On the other hand, a low value of z (i.e.,
close to 0) together with a high value of η represent an alarming situation. Indeed, even if there
are only a few opponents among flexible agents their amount is bigger than that of inflexible
ones [52]. To evaluate these measures, z and η have been defined as follows
( z ¼ sO
1sI

Z¼

sO
sI

ð14Þ

hence, recalling that σO = 1 − σI − σP and having solved analytically σP(t) (see Eq (7)) we are
able to compute values of both parameters z and η at equilibrium and on varying the initial
conditions —see Fig 3. It is worth to note that the parameter z as deﬁned in Eq (14) has a range
in [0, 1]. At equilibrium z = 0 means that there are no opponent agents in the population while
z = 1 means that all ﬂexible agents became opponents. On the other hand, the parameter η has
potentially an unlimited range from 0 to 1 (in the case σI is very close to 0 and σO to 1). To
conclude, we want to emphasize the meaningful role of the two parameters z and η. They represent a way to quantify in which extent radicalization phenomena are taking place in a population. Moreover, in more general terms we envision a further utilization of these parameters in
opinion dynamics since they clearly indicate the prevalence of one opinion/state over another
one.

Policy implications of the results
The recent anti-western terrorist attacks [26] in Europe have brought the question of radicalization at a top priority of policy maker agenda of the different European governments. In particular, most of the terrorists involved in the various killings which took place in several
European capitals were either National citizens or legal residents. This very fact points to the
direct link existing between terrorism and radicalization [53]. Indeed, various institutions are
faced with the difficult issue to implement innovative procedures to stop if not eradicate radicalization. The task turns out to be rather hard since radicalization has been prospering quietly
in different areas of European countries for now many years without any substantial barrier. It
has been a sensitive political issue and most officials had preferred the laissez-faire instead of
addressing the problem in solid terms. The dramatic scores of 2015 Paris and 2016 Brussels
attacks have now prompted the necessity to face the problem and start implementing counter
measures. The burden is on European governments to find ways to tackle the radicalization.
Almost everyone is expecting action from the states. But the states seem to have no solid
scheme to apply. One direction has been along the education side with the setting up of socalled de-radicalization programs. However, such an approach concerns identified radicals
who have been arrested. All efforts and thoughts are focused on acting on radicalized citizens.
Coercive measures are implemented against known associations and active leaders. Even to
contain radicalization appears to be a challenging task. Our model, although rather simple puts
light on the process by which the phenomenon of radicalization spreads over within a sensitive
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Fig 3. Radicalization degree quantified according to the parameters ζ and η, on varying initial conditions. a σI = 0.3, and σO = 0.3, α = 1.0, β = 1.0. b σI
= 0.3, and σO = 0.3, α = 2.0, β = 1.0. c σI = 0.3, and σO = 0.3, α = 1.0, β = 2.0. d σI = 0.3, and σO = 0.3, α = 4.0, β = 1.0.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0155407.g003

population. It articulates around the capacity of radicalized agents to turn radical otherwise
peaceful agents who had chosen to coexist with the native population sharing their habitat.
This capacity is embedded in the coefficient β. In addition, the main novelty of our model is to
account for the possible capacity of native agents to overturn radical agents in making them
choose the peaceful state quantified with the coefficient α. Moreover, the ratio of native versus
I
) was found to be a critical parameter. In the past this ratio was rather
sensitive populations (1s
sI
stable over time with slow evolution. It made feasible to evaluate the activeness of radicals,
which has been not meaningful for decades. However, rather quick changes may occur in the
demography of the sensitive populations especially with the substantial increase of recent years
immigration. On this basis, our results show how the overall situation can be totally put upside
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I
I
down (1s
< 1 ! 1s
> 1) with respect to the extent of current radicalization while not much
sI
sI

seems to have happened with respect to radical activities. Keeping the same level of activeness
from radicals, a slow change in the population ratio may produce a sudden spreading of radicalization. Therefore the knowledge of the evolution of the current ratio of populations is a key
parameter to evaluate the associated potential of radicalization spreading. And yet, in many
countries like France, ethnic statistics are forbidden. Most of curbing radicalization still
involves the state and diverse ofﬁcial institutions. In contrast the phenomenon of radicalization
results from informal interactions among sensitive and radical agents. At this point our results
unveiled a new and unexpected promising path to ﬁght radicalization. An innovative strategy
could be implemented by launching a citizen counter radicalization movement mapped from
the path used by opponents to spread radicalization within the sensitive population. Instead of
being the sole prerogative of National Authorities de-radicalization would become a citizen
matter. The same way a radical tries to turn a peaceful sensitive agent to hostility towards the
natives, natives can try to bring back opponents to peaceful coexistence. Normal citizens would
have to engage in personal interactions with sensitive agents to establish a solid ground for
coexistence. The required degree of efﬁcient citizen involvement can be clearly identiﬁed using
the degree of activeness of the radicals and the ratio of subpopulations, native versus sensitive.
While this ratio is at the exclusive hand of national authorities, the citizen involvement is a citizen prerogative. In addition, the centrality of the ratio of subpopulations within a given territory emphasizes the importance of avoiding a de-mixing of the subpopulations. In case of a
different discriminating distribution of the subpopulations within distinct sub-territories, radicalization would be enhance at once with the same proportion of radical due the large value of
1sI
within the sub-territory where the sensitive population is mostly conﬁned.
sI

0.4 Remark
It is worth to notice that the proposed model may in principle be applied also to criminal and
terrorist scenarios in homogeneous populations as it occurred in the cases of Italian Red Brigades and French Revolution. These two cases are concerned with homogeneous populations
as both inflexible, peaceful and opponent agents belong to the local core population. In the former case (i.e., red brigades) inflexible agents represent individuals who respect laws and believe
in institutions and governments. Individuals having a different behavior can fall in the mild
category of peaceful agents or in the extreme category of opponents (i.e., criminals). Instead, in
the case of the French revolution inflexible agents represent the small proportion of French
nobility. The remaining part of the population is represented by peaceful and opponent agents.
There, the extremely difficult life conditions fed opponent ideals and the wide proportion of
the sensible subpopulation became completely opponent giving rise to a revolution.

Conclusion
To summarize we have identified the equilibrium state of a mixed population in terms of order
or disorder phases. We have also identified the ratio between social strategies and the strength
of opponents’ ideal. Since we refer to the concept of social strategies it is worth to emphasize
that although the considered scenario can be modeled in various ways as those based on evolutionary games. There the concept of “strategy” acquires a particular meaning. Here we develop
a model based on opinion dynamics processes. As a result social strategies are embodied in a
parameter while updating rules depend on the density of different opinions in the population.
Moreover, in this context opinions refer to the different cultural extractions and behaviors that
can be observed in an heterogeneous population. We remark that today the question of de-
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radicalization has became a key priority issue of internal security in European countries. Yet
the challenge is intact with no ready to use solution. Different state agencies are launching a
series of experimental treatments but all are concerned with institutional managing of the
issue. Given the acute current terrorist threat people are expecting and requesting policy makers to take initiative to curb the current phenomenon of radicalization within sensitive local
populations. Unlike this heavy policy trend our study has enlightened the crucial role so called
“normal citizens” could play to stop the spreading of radicalism. It could even shrink it back
with a serious perspective to eventually eradicate the actual growing threat set in European cities. From our results it appears that an efficient action should not be limited to state involvement but also to call on individual voluntary engagement within their respective
neighborhoods towards the sensitive individuals. Given an evaluation of radical activeness
within some sensitive neighborhoods we were able to calculate the required degree of “normal
citizen” counter-activeness to curb radicalization. This degree of engagement was also found to
depend on the ration of native to sensitive populations. Focusing on local interactions in the
modeling of these dynamics underlines the instrumental role neighborhood compositions can
have in the shaping of the social behavior of the corresponding subpopulations. Today it often
happens that people of different cultures are fostered to coexist together in the same district of
a city occupying each a series of connected blocks. The connection with natives is thus drastically reduced jeopardizing opportunities of real integration even after a few generations. In
addition, within some delimited urban areas the majority group is no longer the native subpopulation. At the same time it is still majority in a close by other area. Accordingly given the same
tiny proportion of opponents with the same degree of activeness in the two neighborhoods,
one ends up highly radicalized while the other stays very peaceful. Local interactions and the
degree of mixing are key factors to undermine the spreading of radicalization. A free and
uncontrolled (by authorities) settling of people often leads to a geographical concentration of
sensitive subpopulations. As a result this process may spontaneously develop a natural ground
for the emergence of hate towards native individuals. People are thus lead towards the strengthening of the initial culture differences, which results in the establishment of social distances
with native individuals despite being physically very close to them. To conclude, we want to
highlight that our work creates a first step to envision new policies to support campaigns promoting the daily life sharing among people from different cultural backgrounds. In particular,
we focus on methods that potentially may lead “radical neighbors” to the choice of coexistence,
i.e., renouncing to fight against the native population. At least we hope our results will trigger
more research along this path of individuals engaging to establish a peaceful coexistence with
sensitive agents. At this stage further studies along this direction are required, in particular
from a computational social science perspective. It should be possible to identify earlier traces
(i.e., Big Data) and seeds of radical behavior in social networks. Suitable tools to quantify their
strength are also required. Last but not least, we would like to stress that although we have been
mentioning criminal activities we are not judging neither the motivations nor the ideal of
opponent agents. Indeed, they can be considered negative (as in the case of current anti-western terrorism) or positive (as today in the case of the French revolution) depending both on the
side taken and the chosen epoch. Our aim was to study the conditions of emergence or vanishing of radicalization as a social phenomenon independently of a moral judgment.
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